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INDERA BENCH LEG

Installation Requirements
A sleek bench design can finish the look of any space. 
With the Indera Bench Leg, you can work with a myriad of styles 
from Rustic to Minimalist to Mid-Century Modern! This bench 
leg bracket would look fantastic with rough-cut hardwood 
planks, marble, and a variety of other materials. Plus, it’s great 
for indoor and outdoor use. Its wide, steel frame and sturdy 
powder-coat paint will stand the test of time. People will take 
note of the attention to detail and style of this bench leg, and 
with its singular X-shaped design, it will be an eye-catching 
addition to any professional environment. 

This installation document should not be considered a specific 
recommendation for your particular application. Federal Brace 
cannot provide installation guidelines to meet the particulars 
of every installation. View this document as a help sheet that 
provides considerations about general installation.

Before beginning you will need the following components:
•  1/2” x 2-1/2” lag screws or lag bolts
•  1/4” fasteners for securing bench seat

Indera Bench Leg (40101)
The Park Bench Leg Support Bracket will use two sizes of 
fasteners for installation. The bottom mounting flange which 
will be secured to the floor material or sub-base provides holes 
for ½” lag screws or lag bolts. We suggest using a fastener 
no less than 2” in length for fastening into your base. The top 
flange, which is directly in support of your bench seat uses ¼” 
fasteners for tying your bench material to the bracket.

Final Steps
Enjoy your work. We are happy that you chose to support 
your project with Federal Brace brackets. We would be very 
grateful for images of your finished installation. Everyone 
enjoys seeing Federal Brace supports at work. Also, know 
that the highest compliment Federal Brace can receive is a 
reference from our customers to their friends and family. If 
you have enjoyed your buying experience with Federal Brace, 
please let someone know. Thank you!


